[Is the anxious patient dependent?].
To answer the question: is the anxious a dependant person, it is necessary to define to what extend behaviour depends on pathology. The difficulty in answering this question relies on the fact that these two phenomenons interact with each other. The comorbidity analysis allows a descriptive point of view. It shows a higher incidence of these troubles when occurring together, compared to a general population. Nevertheless, the comorbidity approach does not give any information on the nature of the links between anxiety and dependence. The causality models depend on the theory they use. Furthermore, unity between anxiety and dependence disorders does not exist; it is then certainly a mistake to consider their link in a unique way. Three main hypothesis are usually used. The neurobiology point of view supposes a link between brain structures, neurofunctioning, anxiety and dependence disorders. Some authors suggest a general addictive propensity of brain functioning, especially in cases of anxiety disorders. Lastly, the psychopathological analysis can be useful in the understanding of dependence behaviour in case of anxiety.